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Abst rac t - -The  conjugate gradient method with IMGS, an incomplete modified version of Gram- 
Schmidt orthogonalization to obtain an incomplete orthogonal factorization preconditioner, applied 
to the normal equations (PCGLS) is often used as the basic iterative method to solve the linear least 
squares problems. In this paper, a detailed analysis is given for understanding the effect of rounding 
errors on IMGS and determining the accuracy of computed solutions of PCGLS with IMGS for linear 
least squares problems in finite precision. It is shown that for a consistent system, the difference 
between the true residuals and the updated approximate r sidual vectors generated epends on the 
machine precision ~, on the maximum growth in norm of the iterates over their initial values, the 
norm of the true solution, and the condition number of R which is affected by the drop set in 
incomplete Gram-Schmidt factorization. Similar results are obtained for the difference between the 
true and computed solution for inconsistent systems. Numerical tests are carried out to confirm the 
theoretical conclusions. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Least  square problems, Incomplete modified Gram-Schmidt preconditioner. Precon- 
ditioned conjugate gradient-type method, Rounding error analysis, Finite precision arithmetic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
I terat ive methods  for solving the normal equations 
AT Ax = A-rb 
are simple to derive, because ATA is symmetr ic  and posit ive definite. The conjugate gradient 
method was developed in the early 1950s by Hestenes and Stiefel [1], and in the subsequent 
paper a version of conjugate gradient for the normal equations was given. The result ing method 
with precondit ioner,  PCGLS,  is used as the basic i terat ive method to solve l inear least squares 
problems. L/iuchli [2] discussed a precondit ioned conjugate gradient method for solving least 
squares geodet ic network problems. The appl icat ion of the conjugate gradient method to l inear 
least squares is also discussed by Lawson [3] and Chen [4]. Paige [5[ derived a method LSCG 
based on the Lanczos bidiagonal izat ion process by Golub and Kahan [6]. This  method was later 
shown to be numerical ly  bad and a stable version called LSQR was given by Paige and Saunders 
in [7]. Reid [8] gave an excellent discussion of different computat ional  var iants of the conju:yate 
gradient method  for symmetr ic  posit ive definite systems. 
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In theory, applying the conjugate gradient method to normal equations is a straightforward 
extension of the standard conjugate gradient method. However, a slightly different variant 
will lead to different numerical stability. Several early important conclusions can be found 
in [9] and [7]. A comprehensive comparison of different implementations can be found in [10]. 
BjSrck et al. [10] compare different computational variants of the conjugate gradient method 
with respect o the achievable accuracy. The analysis is based on the recent important results 
by Greenbaum [11] on the behavior of conjugate gradient methods in finite precision. The basic 
analysis applies to the class of iterative methods which in each step update the approximate 
solution Xk and residual rk  using the formulae 
Xk+l  = Xk  + OZkPk, rk+l  = rk  -- O lkApk .  (1) 
The following bound of the difference between the true residual b - Axk  of the computed approx- 
imated xk and the recursively computed residual rk is derived in [10]: 
lib - A~k - ~kll 
IIAIl(llxll + Ilxoll) 
< u ((k + 1 + c) + k(lO + 2c)max II:~s H ) 
- j<k  I lx l l  + Hxo l l  ' 
(2) 
Here, u is the machine precision, and c depends on the accuracy of the matrix vector multiply 
routine. If the matrix-vector product is computed in the standard way, then c = m • n I /2 .  
Although these methods do not explicitly form the normal equations, the rate of convergence 
still relies on the spectrum of ATA.  Preconditioning techniques that accelerate the convergence 
of these methods have received extensive attention in the literature. The analysis modified in this 
paper will focus on IMGS, an incomplete modified version of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 
to obtain an incomplete orthogonal factorization. The computed factorization of the form is 
M = /~, A = Q/~ where/~ is the upper triangular matrix. The matrix Q, however, is not, in 
general, orthogonal due to selective computation of elements in/~. 
The basic properties of the IMGS algorithm include the existence of the IMGS, and the numer- 
ical stability of the computations will be discussed later. One of the disadvantages of incomplete 
factorization is that often their existence cannot be guaranteed. For example, for least squares 
problems this lack of guarantee causes difficulties with the use of an incomplete Cholesky factor- 
ization preconditioner of the normal equations. Fortunately, IMGS does not suffer this problem 
in exact arithmetic. The use of finite precision will, of course, affect the algorithm in practice. 
For example, it may cause the algorithm to break down. We will investigate the effect of rounding 
errors on IMGS. This is accomplished by generalizing the error analysis of BjSrck for MGS [12]. 
The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In the second section, we recall some results 
on the comparison of the performance in finite precision of the different implementations of 
conjugate gradient or Lanczos type of these Krylov methods and their computational complexity 
suggested by BjSrck et al. [10] for understanding the effect of rounding errors on CGLS. In 
the third section, we introduce and describe the IMGS algorithm with respect o the existence 
and numerical stability of the computations. Next, we will follow the framework established by 
Greenbaum in [11] to determine the accuracy of the computed solutions of the stable version of 
PCGLS with IMGS preconditioner for solving the linear least squares problems. Finally, several 
numerical experiments are presented to confirm our theoretical results. Some concluding remarks 
are made on our results. 
2. THE PRECONDIT IONED CGLS METHOD 
There are many ways, all mathematically equivalent, in which to implement he conjugate 
gradient method as described in [10]. In exact arithmetic they will all generate the same sequence 
of approximations, but in finite precision the achieved accuracy may differ substantially. The 
algorithm originally given by Stiefel is CGLS1. 
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Elfving [9] compared CGLS1 with several other implementations of the conjugate gradient 
method, and found this to be the most accurate. CGLS1 requires torage of two n-vectors r,p 
and two m-vectors r, q. Each iteration requires about 2nz(A) + 3n + 2m multiplications, where 
nz(A) are the number of nonzero elements in A. 
A small variation of Algorithm CGLSl is obtained if, instead of r = b - Ax ,  the residual to 
the normal equations  = AT(b-  Ax)  is recurred, namely CGLS2. CGLS2 requires the storage 
of three n-vectors x, p, s and one m-vector q, and 2nz(A) + 4n + m multiplications. 
Besides these two versions of CGLS, Paige and Saunders [7] developed algorithms based on 
the Lanczos bidiagonalization method of Golub and Kahan [6]. There are two forms of this 
bidiagonalization procedure, Bidiagl and Bidiag2, which produce two algorithms, namely LSQR1 
and LSQR2, which differ in their numerical properties. The comprehensive comparison of these 
different implementations have been done by BjSrck et al. [10]. They did a detailed analysis fbr 
the failure of CGLS2 and LSQR2 since no reference to b is made in the iterative phase of these 
algorithms, and it follows that the initial error cannot be canceled. Hence, in case [Irll << IIbN, 
they can be expected to produce much less than optimal accuracy. Meanwhile, they also proved 
the residuals corresponding to the computed solution will be of the order of the unit roundoff 
and CGLS1 is normwise backward stable in the case of a consistent system. For an inconsistent 
system, it can be shown that CGLS1 may be more accurate than a backward stable method. 
Note, however, that the bound for the number of iterations depends on n(A), the condition 
number of A. For more details, please refer to [10]. 
In this paper, we choose the preconditioned version of CGLS1, namely PCGLS, throughout 
the rest as our basic method based on [13] which can be stated as follows. 
ALGORITHM PCGLS. Letting x0 be an initial approximation, set 
7"0 -- b_  nx0  . s0 :p0  = R -T  (ATT°) ,  "/o = (s° , s° )  ; 
for k = 0, 1,2,. . . ,  compute 
t k = R- lp  k, 
qk = At  k, 
7k 
O~ k --  
X k+l  ---- X k -iF ~k  tk ,  
rk+ 1 -- r k _ (2kq k,  
0 k+l  = ATr k+l, 
8 k+l  = R-To k+l, 
~k -- " fk+l  
pk+l = sk+i +/~kpk. 
3. ERROR ANALYS IS  FOR IMGS ORTHOGONALIZAT ION 
3.1. In t roduct ion  
The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure and its modified version can be used to solve 
the least squares problems [14]. The method computes an orthogonal basis of A such that 
A = QR,  where Q E ~mx~ andQTQ = I. The solution of least squares problems is the solution 
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of the triangular system Rx = QTb. Error analysis [12] of these methods hows that orthogonal 
factorization based on the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure is a stable method for solving the 
least squares problem in the sense that the computed solution is the exact solution of a nearby 
problem. In the sparse case, orthogonal transformations have a serious drawback. They usually 
need much more space and time than the normal equations method. Q is usually much denser 
than A. Although Q can be discarded, large storage may still be needed for the computation. 
Several sparse orthogonal factorization algorithms have been suggested [15-24]. 
Preconditioning techniques that accelerate the convergence of these methods have received 
extensive attention in the literature [25-33]. Now, we will turn our attention to the achievable 
accuracy of different preconditioned conjugate gradient and Lanczos methods in finite precision. 
The preconditioner to be investigated will focus on IMGS, an incomplete modified version of the 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to obtain an incomplete orthogonal factorization preconditioner 
M =/~, where A = (~-~+E is an approximation ofa QR factorization, Q is an orthogonal matrix, 
and ]~ is an upper triangular matrix. In this section, we will discuss the effect of rounding errors 
in detail for IMGS. From the error bounds we can see that, as expected, since IMGS essentially 
drops computations from MGS, its computed error is smaller than that of MGS assuming that 
there is no significant cancellation of rounding error. In other words, the computation of IMGS 
will be less likely than even MGS to break down due to possible numerical rank deficiency of A. 
The outline of the rest of this section is as follows. In the second section, we introduce the 
IMGS algorithm and explore the existence, ofthe incomplete factorization. In the third section, we 
recall the basic definitions for error analysis and follow the technique and the notations uggested 
by BjSrck [12] for understanding the effect of rounding errors on IMGS. Finally, we make some 
concluding remarks on our results. 
3.2. The  Incomplete  Modif ied Gram-Schmidt  A lgor i thm 
Let P,~ = {(i,j) I i # j, 1 _< i , j  < n} and assume that the matrix A E ~,~xn has full column 
rank. Suppose we are given a set of index pairs P such that P C Pn and (i, j) E P implies that 
1 < i < j < n. The set P determines which elements of the matrix R will not be retained in 
the approximate factorization; i.e., P is the drop set. No assumptions are made in the paper 
concerning the method of choosing the elements that are dropped from R during the computation 
of the incomplete Gram-Schmidt factorization. The effects of varying the dropping strategy are 
discussed in detail in [14]. Based on the above assumptions, the IMGS factorization can be easily 
derived from MGS to yield the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM. Incomplete Modified Gram-Schmidt 
for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  do 
qk = a(kk)/rkk; 
fo r j  ---- k+ l , . . . ,ndo  
0, (i, j) e P, 
rk , j  (qk, a~k)), otherwise, 
a(k+l) _(k) 
j ~- u j  --  rk jqk ;  
endfor 
end 
This form of MGS and the induced version of IMGS produce the nonzero elements of R 
in their final forms using a row major ordering. Note that if P = Pn, IMGS produces the 
diagonal matrix R = diag(IlalH2 . . . .  , Hanl}2). At the other extreme, P = 0 gives a complete 
modifiedGram-Schmidt factorization. In general, although the matrix Q need not be orthogonal, 
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this factorization will always succeed in producing a nonsingular upper triangular factor R when 
A has full rank. 
THEOREM 3.1. (See [14].) IT A E ~mxn, where m > n, has furl rank then IMGS applied with a 
drop set P C P~ completes and produces a factorization A = QR, where R is an upper triangular 
matrix with positive diagonal elements and Q is a nonsingular matrix. 
In general, IMGS is robust and effective at reducing the number of PCGLS iterations. Its 
main drawback is the much higher cost of computing the preconditioner compared with other 
preconditioning methods. 
3.3. Numer ica l  Stabi l i ty of IMGS 
In the error analysis we assume the following model of floating point arithmetic on a machine 
with unit roundoff # < 2 -t  where t is the number of digits in the precision of the floating point 
number is used and follows the technique and notations introduced by Wilkinson [34]: 
fl(a 5= b) = a(1 + q)  5= b(1 + e2), 
fl(aopb) = (aopb)(1 + e3), 
[q[, Jell _~ ** _~ 2-t,  
lea[ _< # _< 2 -t. 
This model is valid even for machines that do not use a guard digit in addition and subtraction. 
Since the basis is the results due to BjSrck [12], we will follow his notations afterward. Let x 
and y be vectors of dimension , where n2 -t  < 0.1. Then, the following error bounds for the 
computed inner product of x and y are valid: 
Ifl (xTy) -- xTyl <_ n .  2 -t~lxl lYl, tl = t -- log(1.06). 
Here, Ixl denotes a vector with components Ixd and computed quantities are distinguished by 
bars. At the k th step of MGS 
~(k+l) : fl (5Sk) __ ~kjglk) j : k + l, ,n. j ~ . . .  
define the related errors ~k) and rl~ k) We by 
~(k+l) -(k) ~(k) 
j = a j  - - rk jC tk  +vj  , (3) 
j ~ 
In the nonsingular case, BjSrck [12] showed the following estimates which are quite basic for our 
further analysis: 
a5 = < 1.4s. 2-' 2' (5) 
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Applying these results to the computation of the kth update of the jth column in IMGS, we have 
(k,j) $ P, 
@,A E P, 
and 
II II{ 2 1 45.2-t ($9 s(k) * II II 3 2’ (h.i) 4 P, 3 
2 0, (h.8 E P. 
(7) 
(8) 
The corresponding ]]nj”)112 is
(p+l) = 
(I- &g’) liy’ + vjk), (k, j) $ P, 
3 ii(,w 
3 ’ (k, j) E P, 
and 
I/ II{ 
< 3 23.2-t ~!k) 
+k) - ’ II II 3 2’ 
(k,j) $ P7 
3 
2 
(9) 
0, (k,.i) E P. 
In the exact computation we certainly have ]/~y+‘)]]z 5 ]]~~)]lz. This, however, need not be 
true when rounding errors are taken into account. Estimating and maximizing the resulting 
right-hand side as Bjtirck did in [12], we get after some computations 
1181’1+i)li2 < (1 + 1.05 2-“) Iliiik)l12. 
Here, we remark that these bounds can only be approached when 2i:“) is almost orthogonal 
to qk [13]. 
In IMGS procedure, we call Tkj is the exact multiplier corresponding to the computed rfk 
and 8y). Using the basic relation we can estimate the error in the multiplier 
l'fkj -TkjI 5 n’ 2-tk?kl12 11$‘112, (kj) 4 P, 
< 12.2-t f$,k) - II II 3 2’ (k,d E P. 
(10) 
Using the error analysis of the elementary relations, we can derive bounds for the errors related 
to the factorization of A. First, we define the matrix 
P(j) = (I_ qjq;j’> (11) 
as the projector for the subspace complementary to qj. Otherwise, it is equal to the unit matrix. 
It is quite easy to know that 
II II 
p(j) = 1. 
2 
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The computation for the jth column is its normalization, which yields 
S qj = _-:--(1 + #), I~l <- 2% 
r j j  
Now, if we define 
5is) =0) = a s - rsjqs , 
it follows that the error due to normalization is 
5JJ) < 2-t ~0) 
- -  S 2 '  2 
and we can letSj be the jth column of A - (~1~. It follows that 
5J = as -- E rksqa. 
(k,s)¢P 
Repeatedly applying (7) to (14), we know 
5 j= E 
(k,j)~P, k:/:j 
From (12) and (14), yield 
5S= 
Applying the bounds of (8) and (13), we get 
II~sll2 ~ 1 .45 .2  - t  
5Jk) , (S} -t- a s - rsjqs. 
E 5jk). 
(k,j)~P 
E ~k)  2" 
(k,s)~P 
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{12) 
(13) 
(14) 
{15) 
In order to simplify these and later inequalities, we make the following reasonable assumptions 
as Bj6rck did: 
m >_ 2, 2n(m + 1)2 -t < 0.01. 
Based on these assumptions and (9), 
d~k+l) 2 < (1 + 1.05- 2 -t) 5J k) 2 < (1 + 1.05.2-t) k Ilasll2 
(lO) 
< (1 + 1.06.1.05.2-tn)Ilasll 2 < 1.006 IIajll2 • 
Then, we certainly have 
115sll2 ~ 1 .45 .2  - t  
dj 
E 8~ k) 2=1"45"2-t l las l12E(1+1"05"2-t )  k 
(kS)~P k=l 
= 1 .45 .2 - t l l as l l2  • 1.006-dj, 
where dj is the number of nonzero elements in the jth column of R. Thus, we get 
(17) 
115jib ~ 1.50.2-%llajII2. (18) 
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Finally, if we define QR = A + E, then it follows that 
-- 1 .50.2  - t  Ildjajll2 = 1.50.2- t l IADI IF ,  
j= l  
(19) 
where D is a diagonal matrix whose entries are di. 
D = 
dx / 
d2 
dn 
(20) 
In some extreme cases, for example, when P is chosen to be the set of all the off-diagonal matrix 
elements, then R is a diagonal matrix and the IMGS can be considered as a column scaling. In 
this case, D is a unit matrix and 
IIEIIF --< 1.50.2-tllAlIF. (21) 
When P is chosen to be the empty set, IMGS is the same as MGS. The corresponding bound is 
IIEIIF ~ 1.50.2-tnllAIIF, (22) 
which is the same as the bound BjSrck derived for MGS in [12]. 
From the error bounds we can see that, as expected, since IMGS essentially drops computations 
from MGS its computed error is smaller than that of MGS assuming that there is no significant 
cancellation of rounding error. In other words, the computation of IMGS will be less likely than 
MGS to break down due to possible numerical rank deficiency of A. 
solve the difference quation for g(.k) and Next, we get 
3 
j =a j  + H p(k -1 ) . . .p (2 )  - t - . . . - t - r ]  , 
(k,j)~P 
where 
(k) = aj l~  p(k-1) .. p(1)aj" 
(k,j)~P 
Taking the norm of (23) and using (11), we get 
(23) 
s-1 
2 -< E , ?  5' 
(i,j)~P 
8-1 
_<3.23.2 -~ ~ ~') 
(i,j)~P 
_< 3.23.2-tl[ajH21.006 - r,
s = min(jk), 
T = min(s - 1,dj), 
(24) 
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where dj is defined as before. Then, we can write the component (k, j)  of .~ - QTA as 
It, follows that 
[ rk j -q~a j  I _<]rk j - - rk j l+  5~ k ) -a j  k) • 
2 
Now, (23) and (11) give 
I~kj - q[ajt < 3.25#. 2-tllaj]12, # = min(k, dj + 1). 
Then, the Frobenius norm of/~ - QTA is therefore bounded by 
where 
IlR - QT A[I F < min(~,w), 
~a = 1 .9 (n  - 1 )1 /2n  • 2-t[tAlIF, 
w = 3.25.2-t([IAD[[F + HAIIF). 
85 
(25) 
If P is chosen to be the empty set, IMGS is the same as MGS. The bound will be described 
accordingly as follows: 
I IR -  QT AHF < 1.9(n - 1)i/2n • 2-tlIAIIF. 
4. ACCURACY OF  THE PRECONDIT IONED METHOD 
Under the model described in the previous section for error analysis of IMGS algorithm, we 
have the following standard results for operations involving the vectors x and y and a number a: 
Lbx + y - fl(~ + y)H -< u(llxll + Ilvll), 
[fl (xTy) - xTul < n~llxll Ilvll. 
(26) 
Based on these rules, we will mainly follow the framework established by Greenbaum [11] for de- 
termining the accuracy of computed solutions of PCGLS stable version with IMGS preconditioner 
for solving the linear squares problems in finite precision arithmetic. Throughout his section. 
x k, r k, ak, R - ! ,  and pk will always denote the computed quantities. To keep the exposition as 
simple as possible, we will express all terms consisting of products of #2 or higher powers of # 
with constants or powers of the problem size n or the step number k as O(#), when there are 
similar terms of order # present. If the O(#) factors multiply quantities uch as tlAII, Ilxkll, or 
anything other than a simple constant or power of n or k, these factors will be written explicitly. 
[IR - QT AII f <_ 6.50.2-tl lAIIF. 
Both results are related to the norm of matrix A and the drop set. 
If we consider the following extreme cases, for example, when P is chosen to be the set of all 
the off-diagonal matrix elements, then R is a diagonal matrix. Accordingly, the IMGS is the 
same as a column scaling; namely, D is a unit matrix and 
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When PCGLS with IMGS preconditioner a e implemented in finite precision arithmetic, the 
computed iterates atisfy 
xk+l = X k + ~kR- lpk  + 5k, 
rk+l = r k _ akAR- tpk  + ~k, 
(27) 
(2s) 
where 
II~kll _<, IIx~ll + (~., +,~) I I~R- 'p~l l  + (1 + #)2 ii~dkll ' (29) 
The size of the term d k from 
fl (p-tpk)  = p- lpk  + d k 
depends on the accuracy of the problem solution routine where P -  1 never explicitly formed. For 
the convenience of expression, we use this way and we assume that d k satisfies 
IId~ll _< ~,IIR-'II IIP~ll . (30) 
It can be shown that if the matrix-vector product is computed in the standard way, then c = 
m.n 1/2. We will not make this assumption here, because matrix A is not actually stored explicitly 
and different procedures are used to computed the matrix-vector product. 
The corresponding error term lit/k II 
fl (r k+l) = rk(l + #) - akfl (An -1) (1+#)2 
= rk( l  + #) - ak (A " fl (R - lp  k) + s k) (1+#)2  
= rk(1 +#) - -  ak (A (R - tp  k +d k) + fk)  (1+#)2.  
So, taking the norm of both sides, 
II,l~ll _<, IIr~ll + (2~ +,~)I I~AR-~P~II  + (1 +,)~ II~kA~ ~ + ~S~II,  
where 
n# 
Ilskll _< ~_ n.llAII IIR-lp~II. 
Multiplying the equation by A and subtracting from b gives a recurrence for the true residual 
b - Ax k+l. Then, combining with (28), we know 
k 
b-  Ax k-1 - r k÷l = b -  Ax ~ - r~ - A~ * - ,~  = (b -  A~o _ ~0) _ ~ (A~ + ¢). 
j=O 
(3]) 
Taking norms on both sides and dividing by IJAll(llxtl + IIx°ll) gives 
ilAII (iixll + ilx°il) ~,llxi! + IIx°ll + j=0 IHAI] (lixlt + fix°IS) 
Since the starting vector is computed irectly, the first term on the right-hand side of (32) 
is easily bounded using (26) and expression (30) for the accuracy of the matrix-vector multiply 
routine 
l i b -  Ax  ° - r°ll < ~ ((1 + c)ltAil ilx°li + ilbit) + o (~) t iA t i  ll~°ii • (33) 
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For the consistent case, Ilbll -< IIAII IIxll, we can write 
lib- A~o_ ~Oll 
IIAII (llxll ÷ IIx°ll) 
< #(1 + c) + 0 (#2). 
The following lemma bounds the first part of the second term of (32). 
LEMMA 4.1. I f  we define 
j<k+l IIXH ÷ IIxOll ' 
then the first part of the second term of (32) satisfies 
PROOF.  
It leads to 
Z~ II~llll~ll÷ IIx°ll <- (5(k ÷ l)/~ ÷ 2(k ÷ l )a~(R)  ÷ (~(/t2)) ~k+l" 
j=0 
From (27), it is easy to know that 
%R- lp i  = x j+l _ x j _ 6J. 
(34) 
II~JR-lpJll < IlxJ+ill + IIx~ll + I1~11, 
and substituting this expression i to (29) gives 
II~Jll<#(zllx~ll+zllxJ÷~il+21l~jd~ll)+ll~dJll+d(llxJ÷~ll+llxJll+ll~jd~ll). (35) 
Since 
II~JdJll <- c~llR-111 II~Jll -< c. llR-111 IIR"jR-I¢II-< c~.(n)(llxJ+'ll + II~tl), (36) 
the bound of II~Jll can be estimated by 
II~Jll<_~(311xJll+211~J+Xll)+(e~(R)+o(d))(llxJ+~ll÷ll~Jll ), (37) 
II~Jll 
ilxll ÷ IIx°ll 
_< (5. + 2c,~(R) + O (,~)) ~+1 
and then 
Based on (38), (34) follows by bounding the sum on the left in (34) by k + 1 times. 
The corresponding remainder can be bounded as follows. 
(38) 
< (# + O (#2)) (k + 1)(1 + (5 + 2n ÷ 2cn(R))q2k+l). k iI¢IL X--" 
.jA~o NAIl (llxll + Ilx°[]) 
LEMMA 4.2. I f  we define lWk+l as in.previous /emma, then the second part of the second r~erm 
of (32) satisfies 
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PROOF. The error term IJVkl[ 
IIr/kll < . IIrkl[ + (2. + .2)[[c~kAR-ipk[[ + (1 + .)2 [[c~kAd k + akfkl] 
<_. IIr~ll + (2. + .2)[[~AR-~pkl[ + (1 + .)2 (~  iiAd~[I + ~k ilf~ll). 
The third term is bounded 
(39) 
(1 + #)2a k I]AdkJl < (1 + .)2C~kIIAIIc#IIR-111 Ilpkll. 
The fourth term is bounded 
(1 + .)2a k Ilf~ll < (z ÷ (1 ")2n"llA]] IlO~kR-111 [[pkll < "~ .)2n~tlAl[ (llzk+lll + Itxkll) 
- 1 - n .  - 1 - n .  " 
The second term is bounded 
(40) 
(2. + .2) tl kAR-lpkll <_ (2. + .2) IIAII (11  +'11 + IIx ll). 
Finally, we can assume that each term II~ql, i = 0,1,... , j  - 1, is bounded by 
[[o'H-< O(.)IIAII (llzll + max IIz'll ) . ,<~ ,, 
Since r~ satisfies 
j -1  
r j=b-Ax  j - (b -Ax  ° - r  ° )+E(AS '+~i ) ,  
i=0 
using (33), (35), and assumption (41), 
(41) 
{trill < I[A[[ [I x - x31{ + O(")I[A[[ ([[xll + maxllz~ll) . ~ < j  (42) 
Substituting (33)-(42) into bound (39), we have 
[l~/dll _< ( .  +0  (.2))I[AI I ([[x[i + (5+ 2n),<j+lmax [[ '[[) +c. (1  + .)2IIA[[ IIR-Itl II~J¢ll (43) 
where IIR -11[ Ilajp; I[ of the second term is bounded 
[IR-11] II jp ll 2 (R) max IIx'll i<j+l 
So, we show that IloJ[I is bounded by 
I[¢[1 -< (" + ° (d) )  IIAII (11~11 + (5 + 2~ + 2e~(R)) max IIx*ll) ,_<¢+~ , (44) 
which is consistent with the assumption above, and substituting this bound into the lemma and 
replacing the sum by (k + 1) times the maximum term gives the desired result. II 
Combining two lemmas with (33) gives the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. The difference between the true residual b - Ax k+l and the computed resid- 
ual r k + l satisfies 
l ib- Axle+l_ rk+X[[ 
Ilmll (llxll + Ilz°ll) < A + A, 
where 
and 
A = .(1 + e)[Ix°l[ + .  Ilbll/llAII 
I1~11 + IIz°lJ 
+ o (.2), 
A = (# + O (#2)) (k + 1)(1 + (10 + 2n + 4c,~(R))kVk+l). 
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The term IIx°ll is necessary in order to obtain any reasonable bounds on the residual. For 
example, if the user chooses an initial guess with norm #-1,  while the true solution has norm 1. 
none of the iterative methods we consider will be able to find an accurate approximation solution 
to the problem. In our algorithms, we always set x ° = 0. 
4.1. Cons is tent  Case  
In exact arithmetic CGLS1 has the property that in the consistent case it minimizes the error 
functional E1 (xk) = I Ir - r k II over the Krylov space Kk (A TA, A Tb). In the consistent case r = 0, 
and it follows that lit kll decreases monotonically. An upper bound on the rate of convergence is
given [10] 
E~,(xk) < 2 \ t~ + 1] E•(xo), 
where n = n(A) is the condition number of A and HE, H is 
IIE, N-- (x -  x k) T (AT A)" (x - x~). 
By analogy, this bound also holds to a close approximation i finite precision arithmetic. There- 
[bre, the computed recursive residual r k also approaches zero as k ~ ~.  
The use of a preconditioner and the accuracy with which it is applied will affect the converg,-,nce 
of the vectors r k to zero. We conjecture that 
lim r k = O(#), (45) 
k---*oo 
which is different from the nonpreconditioned case where the recursive residual approaches zero 
as k ~ ~.  Both results are verified by the numerical tests presented later. 
Since Ilbtl _< IIAII. Ilxll, we can write the difference between the true residual and the computed 
residuals as 
l ib -  mxk+l - rk+'fl  < (# + O (#2)) (k + 2 + c + (k + 1)(10 + 2n + 4cn(R))q~k+t). 
IIAtl Ilxlt 
It should be noted that once r k has been reduced below a certain level, the approximate ~olu- 
tion x k remains essentially unchanged. Denoting by S the number of steps necessary to reach 
these steady-states, the bounds can be replaced by 
lib - Axk+l -- rk+Xll < (# + 0 (#2)) (S + 1 + c+ S(10 + 2n + 4ct~(R))~tz+l). 
IIAII I1~11 - 
4.2. I ncons is tent  Case  
For an inconsistent problem, b ¢ 7~(A), the residual r = b - Ax ~ O. For this case, the error 
analysis has to be modified by replacing the bound ][b[[ <_ HA[] [Ix]l with 
Ilbtl _< IIAII ]lxll + Ilrll. 
Arguing similarly, we conjecture that 
l im I1~ - ~H = o(~) ,  (~) 
which is similar with the nonpreconditioned case. Note that for x ° = 0, we have r ° - r 
b - b + Ax = Ax. Further, 
b - Ax  ~ - r ~ - :  b - A~ ~ - ~ - (~  - ~) -- ~ (z  - x ~)  - (~  - ~). 
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This leads to the bound 
IIA xk) ll ( s  + + 11,-, + s(,0 + + + Ilrk- rll 
IlZllllxll - Ilmllllxll IIAIlllxll 
Neglecting the last term, we get the error bound 
Ilrtl + S(10 + 2n + 4cn(R))a2k+l) Ilxll, (48) 
- <- #n(A) s + 1 + IIAII Ilxl-------/ 
5. NUMERICAL  TESTS 
The set of test problems denoted P(m, n, d, p) was generated, as described in [7], as 
A= Y(Do)ZTERm×n , Y=I -2yy  r, Z=I -2zz  -r 
Here, y and z are Householder vectors of appropriate dimension, generated by 
followed by normalization so that IlYll = Ilzll = 1. Taking n = q, the singular values are taken to 
be 
D = q-P diag (qP,..., 3 p, 2 p, 1), 
i.e., p is a power factor, and n = qd leads to d copies of each singular value. 
The solution is taken to be x = (n - 1, . . .  ,2, 1,0) T, and the right-hand side is 
+pr, r= y(O~, b= Ax 
\c /  
where 
1 
c = ~ ( I , -2 ,  3 . . . .  , +(m - n)) T, llrll = pllcll. 
Thus, taking m > n and p > 0 gives an incompatible system. (In [7], p = 1 was used.) 
The first set of tests was run on consistent est problems PS(10,10,1,3) and PS(10,10,1,5), 
where ~(A) are  10 3 and 105, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 1 where the notations 
con - ~(A) and Kls = ~Ls(A,b) [7] are used. Further, x and r of the rest denote the exact 
solution, and hence, r = 0 in the consistent case. 
Figure 1 shows that the use of a preconditioner will affect the number of iterations and rate of 
convergence dramatically, which is well known already. In Figure 2, the norm of recursive residuals 
are plotted with and without IMGS preconditioner for PS(10,10,1,4) and PS(10,10,1,5). For the 
nonpreconditioned case, this norm still decreased after 50 iterations, when it had reached 10 -25. 
Meanwhile the norms of the preconditioned case are about the level of machine precision after 15 
iterations. Hence, these results confirm our conjecture (45) stated in the previous section. 
The second set of tests were the inconsistent problems PS(20,10,1,3) and PS(20,10,1,4) with 
~(A) are 103 and 105, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 3 which show that Ilrk-rll/Hr°-rll 
is about the level of machine precision with and without IMGS preconditioner after certain 
iterations. These results are consistent with our theoretical conjecture (46) stated in the previous 
section. 
Finally, in Figure 4 we show results from the more ill-conditioned inconsistent problems 
PS(20,10,1,4) and PS(20,10,1,6) where ~(A) equals 104 and 106, respectively. The relative accu- 
racy in the computed solution behaved consistently as we expected in theoretical results. 
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